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Abstract: As global demand for renewable energy increases, wind energy has become an impor-
tant source of clean energy. However, due to the instability and unpredictability of wind energy,
predicting wind power becomes one of the keys to resolving the instability of wind power. The
current point prediction model of wind power output has limitations and randomness in processing
information. In order to improve the prediction accuracy and efficiency of wind power, a multi-step
interval prediction method (VMD-TCN) is proposed in this article, which uses variational modal
decomposition and an improved temporal convolutional network model to predict wind power.
Additionally, it introduces attention mechanism, further improving the prediction performance of
the model. The method first uses empirical mode decomposition to decompose the wind power
generation sequence into six parts and obtains the trend, oscillation and noise components of the
output power sequence; then, it optimizes the parameters of the six components, respectively, and
uses the interval prediction method combined with the temporal convolutional network to construct
a new power prediction model. Experiments show that the proposed method can effectively improve
the prediction performance of the power prediction model, and it has strong robustness in interval
prediction and high sensitivity to load changes, which can well help power system scheduling and
new energy consumption.

Keywords: wind power; forecasting; temporal convolutional networks; variational mode decomposition

1. Introduction

Wind energy is the mainstream energy of clean and renewable energy, which can
well alleviate the problem of energy shortage [1] and meet the rising demand for emission
reduction. Currently, efficient use of wind energy resources, improving wind power and
other measures have become an important part of the power grid dispatching. Short-term
wind power forecasting, as an important part of the market and smart grid development,
has the characteristics of rapidity and accuracy and plays a major role in grid security,
power generation cost and people’s livelihood economy [2]. Large-scale wind power
generation brings a greater security threat to the operation of the power system. With its
intermittent, random and uncertain characteristics, it is extremely important to use efficient
and reliable methods to forecast wind power. At the same time, wind power is faced with
the challenge of load management. An accurate short-term wind power forecasting method
can effectively improve the utilization rate of wind power, reduce the phenomenon of
“wind curtailment”, provide security support for the system and provide a reasonable
optimal scheme for the development of the smart grid.

In recent years, researchers have made many attempts to predict the output power
of wind power generation [3], mainly focusing on the point prediction method. Such
methods may have limitations in reliability and prediction accuracy, especially when
the depth of feature sequence increases, which makes it simple to have the problem of
information forgetting or missing [4]. At the same time, the power load data itself has
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certain randomness and weak anti-interference, which has a considerable deficiency in
the practical application range. In contrast, the wind power interval forecasting method
takes into account the multi-orientation of power load information and has a better space
in terms of influencing factors and application scope.

The methods of interval prediction include, but are not confined to, the knowledge of
physics and statistics but also the emerging artificial intelligence and combination methods.
Generally, the knowledge of physics and statistics is used to analyze the error distribu-
tion, and the approximate evaluation method is used to adjust the relevant parameters
so as to obtain the upper and lower limits of the confidence interval [5–7]. This method
derives a series of prior hypothesis methods based on probability prediction to construct
the prediction interval [8,9]. With the development of artificial intelligence, the machine
learning method has performed well in an interval prediction model. The Lower and
Upper Bounds Estimation method (LUBE) driven by machine learning is bright, and it
does not need a priori knowledge of key prediction results [10]. In the literature [11,12], an
artificial neural network is used to construct the LUBE model. The main idea is to utilize
machine learning fitting function for direct upper and lower bounds generation, followed
by loss function optimization, typically incorporating interval coverage probability, width
or a comprehensive index. In the literature [13,14], Support Vector Machines (SVM) are
implemented to produce direct upper and lower bounds for future electricity prices, while
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is employed to optimize model parameters. Addition-
ally, the literature [15] employs Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network to forecast
future wind speed directly in a multi-objective optimization framework. Compared with
early statistical methods, the application of machine learning models for wind power
forecasting has made substantial progress.

The development of deep learning theory has laid the foundation for the deep neural
network model. Compared with the shallow machine learning model, the deep model has
inherent advantages in nonlinear calculation and function fitting [16–18] and has excellent
performance in learning essential laws and key features [19,20]. Large-scale data provide
sample support for the wind power forecasting task and provide historical information
reference for the interaction of model context information. Currently, it is rare to use
deep neural networks and the interval forecasting method to forecast wind power. The
literature [21] proposes using the hybrid model to forecast wind speed and power, which
are mainly through the fusion of 12 different intelligent clustering models to achieve the
mapping of power information. The literature [22,23] is dedicated to improving the perfor-
mance of wind speed prediction by upper and lower limit estimation. The literature [24]
proposes using the hybrid method of point prediction and probability prediction model
to predict wind power. The literature [25] weighted the autoregressive moving average
model, artificial neural network model and grey prediction model and made corresponding
fitting amount to the predicted value of wind power generation, determining the approxi-
mate prediction space. The literature [26] applies the Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU) neural
network to custom prediction task and proposes an error correction method to determine
the predictive space. The literature [27] predicts wind speed based on the Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) neural network and uses rough set theory to process the input data so as
to achieve the screening and optimization of time characteristics.

Refs. [28,29] suggest that in the task of sequence modeling, the temporal convolution
network has stronger performance advantages than the sequential cyclic architectures
such as GRU and LSTM, while the Temporal Convolutional Networks (TCN) are relatively
few to construct interval prediction models. Therefore, to bridge the gap of solving the
instability of wind power forecast and improve the efficiency of wind power generation, a
variational mode decomposition method for wind power data is proposed in this paper,
and an improved time convolutional network model is used for interval prediction (VMD-
TCN). The study contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) propose the VMD-TCN
prediction model; (2) introduce the attention mechanism, and a new cost function is
proposed to further improve the performance of the model.
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2. Methods

This section mainly introduces the principles of time convolutional network and varia-
tional mode decomposition and designs an interval prediction method model framework
for wind power by combining the two models.

2.1. Temporal Convolutional Network Model

Temporal convolutional networks (TCN) are widely used in sequence modeling tasks,
aiming at describing the feature mapping relationship with causal constraints [28]. Due
to the information limitations of causal convolution, this paper improves the dilated
causal convolution by adding the residual block structure and introducing the attention
mechanism. In wind power prediction, the input sequence is the measured wind power
output at the previous several moments near the current moment, and the output sequence
is the wind power output at the current moment.

2.1.1. Convolutional Network Model

Figure 1 shows the principle of the causal convolution structure. In this structure,
the convolution operation is performed strictly in time order; that is, the output of each
layer is jointly obtained by the input corresponding to the unknown input of the previous
layer and the input of the previous position, and it can be easily seen in Figure 1. It is
observed that if there are too many hidden layers, the number of convolutional layers will
be increased, and the increase in the number of convolutional layers will bring problems
such as gradient disappearance, complex training and poor fitting effect. In addition,
causal convolution is easily limited by the receptive field and can only predict short-term
information. Many layers or large filters are required to increase the receptive field [30].
Therefore, the proposal of expanded convolution solves the problem of the first receptive
field of causal convolution. The principle of dilated causal convolution structure is shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Causal convolution structure. Figure 1. Causal convolution structure.

The primary approach involves interval sampling of convolution input features. Specif-
ically, for a 1D time series input and filter, the atrous convolution operation can be defined
as follows:

F(t) = (x× d f )(t) = ∑n−1
i=0 f (i)× xt−d×i (1)

where, d represents the expansion factor; n represents the filter size; t− d× i represents
the past direction.
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Figure 2. Dilated convolutional architecture.

The dilated convolution primarily achieves the effect of expanding the receptive field
by increasing the dilation factor and filter size, allowing the top layer output to obtain
more input feature information. It is precisely by utilizing this characteristic of dilated
convolution that the effective window size grows exponentially with the increase in layers,
thus enabling the utilization of a smaller number of layers to obtain a larger receptive field.

2.1.2. Residual Connection Structure

The extended receptive field depends on the number of hidden layers, and too many
hidden layers will cause the gradient to disappear. For this reason, the residual block can
avoid this drawback and can be effectively embedded in the TCN structure [31]. According
to the essential structure of TCN, each hidden layer contains multiple filters for feature
extraction, and the residual block is embedded in the TCN structure; that is, several
standard convolutions are replaced. A depth TCN consists of several residual blocks.

To add identity tensors of the same shape, a branch is added to the 1× 1 convolution
transformation. The output X(r) of the r-th residual block can be expressed as

X(r) = ReLU(Γ
(

X(r−1)
)
+ X(r) (2)

in which the activation function uses a rectified linear unit (ReLU). Γ consists of a series
of transformations, including dilated causal convolution layer, weight normalization,
activation layer and dropout layer. We normalize the weights of the filter and add a
dropout after each activation layer for regularization.

2.1.3. Attention Mechanism

In addition, this paper applies the attention mechanism to the model in TCN. Attention
mechanism is the simulation of biological attention, which aims to use algorithms to fit the
concerns of characteristic information so as to dynamically adjust the weights of important
information and useful information and then suppress and ignore invalid and useless
information [32]. The attention weight value of the feature is quantified between 0 and
1, and the final output feature is obtained by adding the product of the attention weight
and the feature. The mechanism uses a dynamic loop method. Important features can be
highlighted and compared with the original features more effectively in different prediction
scenarios. The formula is expressed as follows:

zki = u· tan h(W·hk + U·hi + b) (3)
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αki =
ezki

∑n
j=1 ezki

(4)

H = ∑n
i=1 αki·hi (5)

In the formula, zki represents the measure of feature importance; u, W and U represent
the weight parameter matrix; b denotes the bias; hk represents the hidden layer status
corresponding to the last input; hi represents the state of the hidden layer corresponding
to the i-th element of the input sequence; tan h is the activation function; αk represents the
attention weight of the hidden state of the historical input to the current input; H is the
final output characteristic.

2.2. Variational Mode Decomposition

Variational mode decomposition (VMD) is a non-recursive, adaptive signal processing
method that can decompose time series into components with optimal frequency and
bandwidth. It overcomes issues of endpoint effects and modal component aliasing in
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD). See Figure 3 for the VMD process.
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The mathematical theory of variable problem can be expressed as:

min
{yk},{wk}

{
∑K

k=1 ‖∂t

[(
(δ(t) +

j
nt

)
∗ yk(t)

]
e−jwkt‖2

2

}
(6)

Make
∑k yk = z(t) (7)

where y represents the set of all patterns; {yk} = {y1, y2, · · · , yk} represents the set of all
patterns; {wk} = {w1, w2, · · · , wk} represents the set of respective central frequencies. To
solve the constrained variational problem in VMD, we introduce the quadratic penalty α
and the Lagrange multiplier λ to convert it into an unconstrained problem, as shown in
the following formula:

L({yk}, {wk}, λ) = α
{

∑K
k=1 ‖∂t

[(
(δ(t) + j

nt

)
∗ yk(t)

]
e−jwkt‖2

2

+‖z(t)−∑k
k=1 yk‖2

2〈λ(t), z(t)−∑k
k=1 yk(t)〉

} (8)

Through the application of the alternating direction method of multipliers, the optimal
values for yk, wk and λ can be obtained by adjusting the modes and their respective
center frequencies. These modes and center frequencies represent the saddle points of
unconstrained optimization problems mathematically:
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ŷn+1
k =

ẑ(w)−∑i 6=k ŷi(w) +
λ̂(w)

2

1 + 2α(w− wk)
2 (9)

ŵn+1
k =

∫ ∞
0 w|ŷk(w)|2dw∫ ∞

0 |ŷk(w)|2dw
(10)

λ̂n+1(w) = λ̂n(w) + τ(ẑ(w)−∑k ŷn+1
k ) (11)

where, ẑ(w), ŷi(w) and λ̂(w) denote the Fourier transform of each variable, and n is the
number of iterations.

2.3. Interval Prediction Framework

The upper and lower limits of future values are estimated by the prediction interval,
as depicted in Figure 4.
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Assuming the output error of the linear data-driven model follows a Gaussian distri-
bution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of σ, the upper and lower limits of the
model’s output, denoted as yU and yL, can be established to obtain a prediction interval of
100 (1− α)%, where α is the significance level:

yU = ŷ + Z α
2σ

(12)

yL = ŷ− Z α
2σ

(13)

where Z is the standard normal distribution. Since the upper and lower prediction intervals
are equivalent, the standard deviation σ is equal to the mean square error, commonly
known as the predicted mean square error. However, the actual value of standard deviation
σ is unknown and must be estimated from data. Therefore, it is modified as follows:

σ2
e = ∑n

k=2
(yk − ŷk)

n− p

2
(14)

where p is the number of model parameters. When σ2
e is not a constant, the equation

becomes more complicated, and it is actually difficult to calculate the value, especially for
multivariable or nonlinear models. In the case of nonlinear data-driven prediction models,
the mathematical expression can be formulated as

yi = f (Xi, θ∗) + ξi i = 1, 2, · · · , n (15)
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where Xi is the input vector of M-dimensional, and θ∗ is the best parameter vector of the
P-dimensional. ξi is assumed to be independent identically distribution- N

(
0, σ2).

Suppose that the estimates of yi and θ∗ are ŷi and θ, respectively; then, the Taylor
series expansion ignoring the higher order terms is

ŷi = c0 + c1 × (θ − θ∗) i = 1, 2, · · · , n (16)

c0 = f (Xi, θ∗) (17)

c1 =

[
∂ f (Xi, θ∗)

∂θ1

∂ f (Xi, θ∗)

∂θ2
· · · ∂ f (Xi, θ∗)

∂θp

]
(18)

After the equation is linearized, the prediction limit 100(1− α)% is established. The
upper and lower limits for the model output are

yU
i = ŷi + t1−α

n−ps
√

1 + c1(CC′)−1cT
1 (19)

yL
i = ŷi − t1−α

n−ps
√

1 + c1(CC′)−1cT
1 (20)

where s and t1−α
n−p are standard deviation estimation and student-t distribution, and C are

the parameters of Jacobian matrix.
It can be seen from the above, in addition to the data distribution constraints, that it

is also a problem to calculate the prediction interval of multivariable or nonlinear mod-
els with huge amount of calculation and difficulty. The deep learning model is highly
valued for its nonlinear modeling and strong learning ability [33]. When it is combined
with interval prediction methods, there are considerations of prediction interval coverage
probability (PICP) and prediction interval normalized averaged width (PINAW). Wider
PINAW can complicate the decision-making process of our prediction results. To obtain
a better prediction interval, the observation distribution in the prediction interval can be
incorporated into the cost function for adjustment. The study, a new cost function that
considers output concentration, PINAW and PICP is proposed, which can be formulated
as follows:

f (PICP, PINAW, CD) = WPCIP × e−PICP + WPINAW × PINAW + WCD × CD (21)

where, WPCIP and WPINAW are WCD weight.
The interval prediction model in this paper is shown in Figure 5.
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2.4. Evaluation Indicators

The results of the interval prediction and evaluation can be described by interval
coverage rate (PICP) and interval average width (PINAW). Among them, under the same
prediction interval nominal confidence (PINC), the model performance is better when the
PICP value is larger and the PINAW value is smaller. which is defined as

PICP =
1
n ∑n

i=1 Ci (22)

Ci =

{
1 yi ∈ [Li, Ui]
0 yi /∈ [Li, Ui]

}
(23)

PINAW =
1

nR ∑n
i=1(Ui − Li) (24)

where n is the number of test set samples; Ui and Li are the generated upper and lower
limits of the interval, respectively; yi is the observed value of the i-th sample; when the
observed value is within the interval, it is 1; otherwise, it is 0; R represents the range of the
test set, which is used to normalize this index.

In order to comprehensively consider the interval width and coverage, CWC, a com-
prehensive index based on PICP and PINAW, is introduced as the evaluation standard, and
its definition is as follows:

CWC = PINAW
(

1 + γe−η(PICP−µ)
)

(25)

γ =

{
1 PICP < µ
0 PICP ≥ µ

}
(26)

where µ is determined by confidence; η is the penalty factor. When the interval coverage
is less than the given confidence, an exponential penalty is given; when the coverage is
greater than the confidence, only the average interval width PINAW is considered. The
smaller the value of the comprehensive index CWC, the better the prediction result.

ERROR describes the deviation between the midpoint of the prediction interval and
the actual value, and the formula is as follows:

ERROR =
1
n ∑n

i=1

∣∣∣∣yi − ŷi
ŷi

∣∣∣∣× 100% (27)

where n is the samples size of test set; yi is the predicted value of the sample i; ŷi is the
middle of the sample interval.

3. Analysis and Discussion

The data used in this paper are wind power data from January 2019 to March 2021,
and the sampling frequency is 10 min. The output power data sequence of wind power
generation is shown in Figure 6. In order to eliminate the randomness of model training,
all experiments were repeated 10 times, and the experimental results were compared and
analyzed according to the average values of indicators.

First, variational mode decomposition is used to decompose the acquired wind power
generation data. To ensure the fidelity of the signal, the hyperparameter α is 2500 and τ
is 0.35. In order to improve the reliability of the prediction results, divide the sequence
more accurately and excavate the characteristics of the sequence. The frequency spectrum
analysis method is used to compare the observed signals for many times, and it is found
that the signal loss is minimum when decomposed into six components [34]. Therefore,
the original signal is decomposed into six component sequences through variational mode
decomposition. Figure 7 shows the decomposition results of empirical mode decomposition.
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In the figure, the original data are divided into two parts: one is the change trend of the
main body, and the other is several detailed components.
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According to the prior experience, the hyperparameters are set to ensure that the
comparison model has relatively consistent complexity. All experimental models run
in Python 3.7 compile environment, and the deep learning architecture is based on the
Tensorflow2.3 framework. Then, in order to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the
proposed model, we compare the predicted results of the proposed model on data sets with
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other comparable models. In this paper, support vector regression (SVR), long-term and
short-term memory neural network (LSTM) and gated cyclic unit neural network (GRU)
are selected for comparative analysis. The performance indicators of each model are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance indicators of each model before and after empirical mode decomposition.

Model PICP CWC ERROR

SVR 0.690 0.123 4.643
LSTM 0.718 0.105 3.656
GRU 0.716 0.099 3.716
TCN 0.768 0.089 2.951

VMD-SVR 0.725 0.098 4.138
VMD-LSTM 0.821 0.081 3.441
VMD-GRU 0.826 0.083 3.413
VMD-TCN 0.882 0.073 2.713

Table 1 shows the performance indexes of each model before and after EMD. It
can be seen that the VMD-TCN interval prediction model proposed in this paper has
achieved good results in PINC, CWC, ERROR and other evaluation indexes. Compared
with the comparison model, this method has a significant improvement in performance,
higher prediction confidence and narrower prediction interval width. Among the models
without empirical mode decomposition, the same TCN has the best performance, while
the SVR model has a relatively poor performance. After variational mode decomposition,
the comparison shows that the extraction capacity of the TCN is superior to that of the
recurring neural networks (LSTM, GRU).

As far as CWC is concerned, VMD-TCN is lower than VMD-SVR, VMD-LSTM and
VMD-GRU by 0.025, 0.008 and 0.01, respectively. In ERROR comparison, TCN is lower than
SVR, LSTM and GRU by 1.425%, 0.728% and 0.700%, respectively. Among all comparable
models, the interval prediction method proposed in this paper combined with variational
mode decomposition (VMD) has better extraction ability of TCN, and the final error is
reduced to 2.713%.

In addition, by studying the calculation time of all neural network models in the
test set, it is found that the TCN model has the fastest load forecasting speed in a single
model, and GRU is better than LSTM. When interval prediction is performed, the increased
intermediate calculation will undoubtedly increase the operating time of each model [33].
Although the operating time of the VMD-TCN model is more time-consuming than that
of the point prediction model, the operating efficiency of the VMD-TCN model is always
higher than other models. Although the calculation time of the proposed model is longer
than that of the point prediction model, cloud computing and GPU can be used to arrange
the model acceleration strategy.

From the observation of Figure 8, it can be seen that the model established in this paper
can effectively predict the change trend of wind power generation output power in different
step sizes, and the predicted effect is ideal. By comparing TCN and VMD-TCN at the same
step length, it is found that the prediction results of VMD-TCN are better than those of
TCN, which shows that this decomposition method can effectively reduce the volatility
of wind power generation sequence, thus reducing the width of prediction interval and
improving the predicted accuracy. Comparing the results of different step sizes, we can
find that the prediction performance of each model decreases with the increase in step size.
Although the prediction performance of the model proposed in this paper has declined to
some extent, its decline is the smallest, and the prediction error is 2.957% even in the third
step size.
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With the increase in time step, the PICP value of each model decreases in different
degrees, because the important information between features may be ignored with the
increase in time step, but the PICP of each model is above 0.7, which indicates that each
interval prediction model has good confidence. In terms of CWC index, the method
proposed by us has obtained the narrowest prediction interval width in almost all cases.
Combining all the situations, we conclude that VMD-TCN model performs best.

The VMD-TCN interval prediction model has excellent prediction effect in wind power
generation output power, and the TCN network has better performance than the LSTM and
GRU neural network. Of course, the optimized VMD-LSTM and VMD-GRU methods also
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have the potential to improve the prediction effect. It can be seen that the prediction results
of each interval model through empirical mode decomposition are shown in Figure 9, and
the results in the figure also confirm the feasibility of the prediction.
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4. Conclusions

In this article, based on empirical mode decomposition and the time convolution
network method, wind power interval prediction is modeled to efficiently predict short-
time wind power output data series. First, empirical mode decomposition is used to
eliminate the non-stationary features of the original data flow. Then, the interval prediction
framework of upper and lower limit estimation is introduced, and the time convolution
network interval prediction model is used to further mine the prediction results of wind
power generation. The third chapter of the data analysis of previous years found that the
model has good prediction performance at different step sizes, indicating that the model
has high stability. After empirical mode decomposition, the prediction interval of each
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model is more stable; on the premise that PINC meets the confidence level, the prediction
interval width obtained by VMD-TCN is narrower.

In addition to the above performance, we should not ignore the influence of weather
data and high-dimensional data characteristics on the performance of the prediction model.
Therefore, in the future work, it is still the focus of the new load data forecasting task to
study the forecasting effect of related factors and verify the effect in different scenarios and
explore ways to improve the accuracy of forecasting model and data preprocessing.
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